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About This Game

FIGHT ZOMBIES...WITH SCIENCE!

Dead Stop is a manic, mad-science filled zombie tower defence game that would even have Einstein reaching for his 'How to
deal with a Zombie Invasion' handbook!

IT'S ALIVE! OH…OH NO IT'S DEAD
The undead have sprouted from their graves and you must help a lone mad scientist stop them. Use his crazy contraptions to

send the undead back to ground and save the survivors.

WEAPONS OF MAD DESTRUCTION
Whether it's an electric-powered machine gun or a deadly laser made out of an old oven, you'll be dealing destruction to the

undead hordes in style.

UNDEAD ON TOUR
Travel to various locations as you push the undead hordes back. Gameplay gets spiced up with the inclusion of zombie maze

games as well as survival modes for each location. How long can you last?
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played this game for 5 minutes. It is absolutely aweful. Trash mobile crossover.. In the current state I can\u00b4t recommand
this game. Often the commands that you give dont work probably and not even the tutorial is working at all. It might be fun
sometime but now it\u00b4s everything else than fun to ,,play\u00b4\u00b4.. The servers are objectively great. 128 tick, low
ping and almost no loss and variance.
The community, on the other hand, is the most toxic\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I've ever seen. Now don't get me
wrong, I know I can tilt and be toxic, but I definitely do not do that unless someone's provoked me. I almost always carry, and
when I don't, I am a support player that gets traded or sets up his teammates for success. Yet in around 40-50% of games I get
people who are toxic or just plain trolling, and when I get triggered I block them. Sometimes, like what happened in my last
game however, I don't do that early enough and end up saying some stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I get
banned but they don't. It's just like when you see a kid getting hit and he hits back, yet only the one who hit back gets punished.
WTF?

TLDR: Basically MM with fewer cheaters (even though there still are some) and more trolls. Oh and a weirder ranking system
(I'm A- yet somehow I get queued with C-B players. TF?. Could've used better optimization, but a nice game overall.. Hooked at
first sight.
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Despite the numerous systems at play here, they lack the connective tissue to hook players. While the rotational match three is
more limiting than traditional sliding.. This game is difficult and sometimes feels near impossible! I love all the time I've played
with it but the rage of the spinning fireball things has overcome me too much! this game is definetly made with love and I
believe it deserves more attention then it's actually getting.. From just a few matches it has loads of potential for a mixed TPBA
and a multiplayer top down shooter, good range of vehicles, power ups, good progression, Needs a server fix the server lag at the
moment is a bit unbearable, dedicated servers might be a good idea. As for the graphics it has it should be running way better in
battles than it currently is. I shouldn't be going from 100fps to 30fps (I have an overclocked MSI 390x 8G) from just jumping
with my spider. That is bad. Also some options are strange. AA is just a tickbox instead of 2x, 4x etc. Sound is not seperated
into music and effects which is very annoying. Recommended at the moment with those few issues.. Absolutely terrible. Some
of the addons get bad reviews simply because they are hyper realistic but this one is genuinely horrible. The graphics are
marginal, the sound is non existant, the flight model has a built in autopilot that is ALWAYS turning on and taking over, and
this stinking pile of *insert explative of choice here* costs over $30.

Also, this download set off my NORTON anti virus. No joke, this is actually some sort of Malware.. This game was okay in the
moment, but then had too many random terms. I have been in hetero relationships the entire time and all of a sudden I am dating
the same sex randomly at the opening of a chapter. Wtf?? I thought this was *my* character. I stopped playing after that.
Nothing against same-sex relationships, but I perceived this as more of a giant programming glitch or bad writing.. The first
book was nice. The art style is really good, I loved the soundtrack, and the story was nice too. It’s a mixture between visual novel
and RPG (there’s the main story and side quests too), but to be honest I found the first book somewhat short, the introduction of
new characters was so fast. The combat system was ok, I found it entertaining. The only thing that I found a bit weird was the
constant animation of the characters’ sprites. I mean, it’s nice to see some animation on VNs, but it was so constant that the
characters look like they’re made of jello. Not really a flaw, just something that I kept thinking, haha.

7/10, I’m looking forward to play the next chapters!. As many trading card games, multiplayer is an essential part.
HD3 is missing this part. Now that i have mastered all the 8 races, built up some "defeat everything" decks and learned some
tactics... there is nobody to test my experience against.

Will absolutely reccomend this when it gets its multiplayer feature.
But don't waste as much time on this as i did without the promise of having fun with others.. Well... Just found out I do not
operate well when uder stress. Problematic? Yes. This might indicate that I might have problems in the future when I'm at work
and such. But on the other hand I probably won't have an♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ginger cat for a boss.
Game is pretty fun, but nothing new. What won my heart was the fantastic soundtrack.. Absolutely lovely game! Game is really
interesting to play, if you love puzzles and liked playing "Where is Waldo?" as a kid, you will absolutely have so much fun
playing this game. It took me only few hours to beat all of the given maps, but it was really fun! I streamed my experience
through my twitch and my viewers had just as much fun as I did! If you're looking for a relaxed game that is going to keep you
intereted throughout all of the puzzles, this is the one to play! <3

10\/10 Already recommended this one to my friends!!
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